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Action Poetry

Theater
by Cara Grossman ‘25
Red curtain and black stage
Singing, dancing, acting!
I feel as proud as a peacock.
Someday I will be an actress in hollywood.
Singing, dancing, acting!

Spring 2022
Soccer
by Clay Dunning ‘25
Blue jersey shirts and white soccer ball
Kicking, running, scoring!
I feel fast as a corvette as I run and score
Someday I’ll be in the Olympics
Kicking, running, scoring!

Dance!
by Liliana Soriero-Durand ‘25

Editing
by Dan Snyder ‘25

Let the music vibrate your feet to life.
Let the excitement of competition blaze through your heart.
Let the dance choreography reach through your limbs.

Bright white screen and dark black keys.
Clicking, Clacking, Tweaking.
I feel as focused as a test taker.
Someday I will be a famous editor.
Clicking, Clacking, Tweaking.

I’m in my happy place as I dance.
I’m at my best when I’m freestyle.
And I love to dance!
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Who I Am
by Rayne Delfarno ‘22

The Lady’s Voice
By Rayne DelFarno ‘22

I am happy
I am sad
I am confused
I am mad

I sit down in a big room with a stage in front of me
People flooding the seats
Lights dimming into pure darkness
A woman stands on the stage and sings
Her words seems like they are jumping out of her mouth
Her angelic voice soothing people's pain

I am a mystery meant to be unknown
I am loud and clear
I try not to stutter over my words

It is known as Opera
After an hour or two the lady stops and leaves the room
Her shadow is now gone

I walk forward in a straight line
I read people like a book

People leave the dark room
Lights turn back on
Furious feelings flood my mind

I am who I am

Soon enough I break loose
causing a scene for nobody but myself
The lady’s voice is now gone
I leave the room and go outside
No sounds of cars or traffic
The snow falls gently onto the ground
My frustration is disappearing
I wake up in my hospital bed
Wishing I could see it before I am gone.
6
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Together

Humanity
by Elise Coyle ‘23

			 by Isabelle Tedisky ‘23
Sometimes we feel lost
Sometimes we feel alone
Sometimes we wonder if we're far from home
Sometimes even if things are rough we forget, we are together
And that's enough

I believe that everyone has a place, a path.
I believe that everything happens for a reason.
I believe that the world is unfair, and sometimes
Accepting what happens is the best thing to do.
I believe that everyone is alike,
but our small differences pull us apart.
I know that humans make up 63% of the weight of all mammals.
Domestic animals make up 33%, from pigs to goats to cows to sheep.
The remaining 4% are wild. Four percent. From the smallest mouse
to the largest elephant, and everything in between.
I hope that we can change things, and make that 4% grow.
One species of animals has the power to change the future of the world,
and there is nothing to stop us.
I dream that one day, we will realize what is happening,
and change the path of our planet.
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Through Thick and Thin
		
Through Highs and Lows
			
Through Lefts and Rights
				Through everything were together
Standing side by side
Standing tall
Standing by
Standing together, holding a smile
No matter how
No matter when
No matter where
No matter what happens, we’re still there
										Our stories
									Our emotions
								Our hoping
							Our longing
						Our knowing
Sometime
Anytime
		
No Matter
Together
							 Forever
				
Through Hardness
					 Through Sorrow
				Through Longing
					Through Meaning
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My Mother
By Halle Jolly ‘23
						
I remember when I was young,
my parents would tell me that I was special and unique
I remember when my mother, Harold and I
went to Canobie Lake Park in the summer.
It was one of the best days of my life.

Perfectly Imperfect
By Briana Gruslin 23

Before my mother passed away
part of my routine was to call her
when I got home from school,
tell her what I learned and that
I loved her.

Just believe there are other perfectly imperfect people out there
not internet kind of people

Not everything you see on the internet is real
Like the bodies you don't have to be like the perfect internet model
you were made the way you are
perfectly imperfect

You don't have to look like you just came out of your phone or computer or even
your favorite beauty magazine
You don't have to be a photoshop fake
to be who you want to be
You don't need to look like all the other people on the internet

After she passed,
it changed for me.
It is hard not to call her after school or
call her to say goodnight.
But I know she is proud of me.

You are who you are
beautiful
kind
smart
pretty

I believe that it was a blessing that she was my mother.
I want her to know that I will always make her proud.
I hope she is not in pain any more.
I love that my mother and I were very close and
I spent lots of time with her.

Don't try to change to fit in with the photoshopped phonies
Be who you are perfectly imperfect
10
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Paint
by Emma Jean Blackmar ‘23

Never

By Kealyn Lamarche ‘23
I could never rock a bikini in all colors and styles
I could never stop being afraid of what other people think of me
I could never have the tools to make my hair look like it belongs on a magazine cover
I could never be comfortable with my jean size
Or go shopping with friends and actually buy something
I could never stop looking at myself in the mirror trying to find an
angle that makes me look
beautiful and skinny
I could never stop crying in my bed all night scrolling through the girls in instagram wishing I had the
confidence and beauty to actually
post a picture of myself
I could never stop thinking that they like me
I could never get the confidence to talk to my crush even though I dream about him
I could never stop hiding under the covers of my blanket from the flash of a camera
I could never stop being so afraid to say something or do something
I could never stop trying to be like them and forgetting the original me

Paint
used to cover things up
like lies to cover up lies
like clouds to cover up the sun’s
bad side
Paint
messy but clean
like an investigation
done right
Paint

I could never stop yelling at my friends not to post a tik tok with me in it
because I look bad
I could never stop believing in woman empowerment when deep down inside
I know it's not true
Deep down inside I know that it comes from the girls that are perfect or seem to be
Deep down inside I know that everyone wants something that they think they can’t have
I could never stop lying to myself telling myself that I'm beautiful when the second I walk outside I'm not.
I could never stop thinking that it's going to change when I know it's not.
I could never stop being me
I could never be anyone else but me
And sometimes I feel like that's a problem

12
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Dragon’s Eye
by Remy Jacquet, ‘22
Artist Statement:
As somebody really into art, many may expect me to be able to produce a masterpiece right off the top of my head.
This is not quite true. As an artist, I often get artist’s block. You can often find me with a blank piece of paper in front of
me with a pencil or pen in hand, staring blankly at the paper. That is why I need inspiration or a topic that will really
motivate me. I usually look outside, in a book, or on the internet to find something to draw. For example, in art class
earlier this year we were all told that we were going to do a dragon eye. I knew right away what my inspiration would
be. As a big fan of giant monsters and robots, it has been a lifelong fascination that I have always carried. So, I decided
to base the piece off of my favorite of all, Godzilla. So the color of the iris and the outer part of the scales are blue, based
off of when Godzilla glows blue when about to use his atomic breath. The main color on the drawing is black, representing the look of Godzilla from the more recent films. The final outcome came out pretty close to what I pictured in my
head. The eyeball itself was probably the easiest part of the process, but drawing, retracing, and coloring every individual
scale was so repetitive. Anyway, I made my way through it and it came out pretty decent.
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New Normal

How to Survive being a Twin

by Elizabeth Harris ‘23

by Reese Blackmar ‘23

If you think being a twin is wonderful you are wrong. I would know. I’m a twin. It's hard, but sometimes it’s good.
Most of the time it isn’t. If your twin embarrasses you, laugh it off; it will go away. You can embarrass them for
REVENGE. Hope this helps you survive being a twin.
If your twin tries to take your friends from you...
Then take some of their friends. You can also tell your friends not to talk to your twin, but that’s less fun.
If you go too far with your insults and when you embarrass them, don’t...
You don’t want to get in trouble with your parents. Your twin could easily tell your parents what you said. Now if
you do the same thing they did to you, you could easily get out of the situation by saying how they did it too.
If your twin tells everyone who your crush is (real/fake)...
Then tell them you will tell everyone their crush! If they say, “Well, I don’t have a crush,” just make one up! Better
yet, don’t tell your twin your crush (real/fake) in the first place. That will never end well even if you trust them at
that time.
If you and your twin are in the same class...
Make sure you sit as far as possible from them. Don’t talk to them too much. Try to avoid being partners with them
in projects. Make sure if you ever do a project and your twin does the same one, change it. You don’t want to be
twinsies.
If you and your twin share birthday parties...
I stopped sharing birthday party’s with my twin on my 10th birthday. That was the last time me and my twin shared
a birthday party together. If your friends are hanging out with your twin and not you, then get them to hang out
with you. Ask them if they want to play a game. If you are still sharing birthday parties, stop.
It’s always going to be a constant fight. You’ve just got to be the smarter person. Hopefully after reading this you
might survive better. I wish you luck if you're a twin, and if you're not, I guess you don't want to be a twin
anymore. Have fun being a twin!

Masks cover our faces
Fights over races
Rising number of cases
All is a new normal
Vaccine for protection
My growing mask collection
This sickness is a silent self-reflection
All is a new normal
Sad that this has begun
Hoping and wishing it was done
It is no fun
All is a new normal
Very furious
I’m getting curious
This disease is very notorious
All is a new normal
Want to see my friends
With all my learning bends
And weird trends
All is a new normal
Memorizing eyes
Saying sad goodbyes
Stay inside they advise
All is a new normal
All, is a new, normal
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Farming Troubles

By Michael Wolchesky ‘22
Farm life is hard. It is never all sunshine and daisies. There are so many things that can happen that can
kill your crops. One time missing your planting times and you will not be able to plant that crop till next
year. You could have outdated seeds which means you won’t be able to plant them. These are just a fraction of the things that can go wrong owning a farm. There are so many little problems that can happen
that can destroy all of your hard work. Farming isn't just farming, it is a way of life. It is how you get all
of your food. Everything from cupcakes to chips has at least one thing in it that came from farms.
Spring: In my opinion, spring is the hardest and most frustrating time on a farm. You have to buy so
many seeds hoping they don’t get wet on the way to your house or outside the door, or else they are ruined. Then you have to plant them, and your tools, like tractors, have to work. You have to plant them on
time and you have to plant them in a good spot because for some plants planting them in the same spot
twice a year is very bad for it. One of the most common troubles on the farm is a frost. We had a frost
a year or two ago and we had about half the stuff we would have had because of it, and we were lucky.
Other farms lost way more than we did. Another common trouble a farmer can have is a too wet or too
dry season. If it is too wet out, your vehicles can get stuck, and your plants can get too much water and
die. It is very bad for a lot of things in your farm if it is too wet. If it is too dry then you have to fix up
irrigation (which is a way to get water to all your plants by a plastic tube). If any parts are broken, it can
take a long time to get new ones.

Fall: Fall is so busy. It is time for harvest, most of the crops are ready and there are people coming so fast. Our farm does this spe
cial event on Columbus Day weekend, and there are people everywhere! At the end of your day, you can barely feel your own legs.
You have to pick, you have to plan, you have to sort, you have to make, you have to stock. On a busy day there are so many things
you have to do and plan ahead so everything goes well. The biggest problem for the season is running out of products. We have to
constantly pick more, order more, and make more. Another big problem is having to pick the apples or carrots or any of the products
in time because if they fall off the branch, the bush, or the vine you can’t sell it. That hard work is gone so you have to pick all those
crops in time.
Winter: Winter is a little more laid back. There are not a lot of things to do compared to other seasons, but the things you have to
do are important and some are risky. It is a time where water can freeze and break the pipes, snow can fall and it is heavier than
most think. The snow can sometimes break a high tunnel (which is a set of metal bars that come up from the ground like ribs and are
covered by a plastic blanket) and it is very expensive to buy a new one. So every year we would have to put up wood or metal pillars,
but even with the pillars the plastic can break.
So as you can see, farming life can take some wrong turns. It's a very hard way of life. Now you know that every fruit you pick out
is picked from hard working people and next time you go to a local fruit stand you can thank the people who run it because without
those people we would be helpless.

Summer: Summer isn't that bad; it is more laid back. There is not much to harvest and you don't have
to buy any seeds to plant, but there are still very bad things that can happen. A problem we have had
before is bugs. They are everywhere if you don't use the right stuff. That is why we HAVE to use sprays
of some sort. A lot of people frown upon spraying crops, but unless you like a little protein in your apple
then I would be thankful for that stuff. Another problem we actually have all year is selling retail products (a product that you buy from another place to sell at yours). The worst thing about that stuff is we
want everyone to be happy with what they want and if we don't have something then we keep it in our
mind that this is something people want. And we will try to get it for next year. But we like keeping it
local, and if a business closes we can't get that product that people ask for and they are mad. We don't
have it and it is challenging keeping up with that stuff. Even when it is the calmest time of the year, there
are plenty of things that can go wrong.
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Las Fallas de Valencia
by Caedence Jurczyk ‘23
Las Fallas de Valencia is a traditional celebration that is celebrated annually in recognition of Saint
Joseph. It’s held in Valencia, Spain. The main celebration is five days long, the15th through the
19th of March. This festival is known to be a continuous street party, full of crowds, statues, and
fireworks.
Fallas means monuments and celebration; monuments play an important role in the festival. The
falla is a ninot (puppet or doll) that is taken out by a group.They then mount it on a fire-cracker
filled,paper mache and cardboard monument. These fallas are made by artisans, sculptors, painters,
and people of other crafts. The theme is talked about and decided before anything is done. On the
final night of Las Fallas de Valencia, around midnight, something called la crema happens. This is
where they burn the fallas as an immense bonfire. The smaller and less significant fallas are burnt
first, like the ones kids build. Then later in the night, the more significant fallas are burnt. The main
falla is held right outside the town hall and it is the absolute last to be burned so everyone can
watch.
During this festival certain clothes are worn. For males this is usually black jacket and trousers
with a white shirt. The current day clothing has been changed and is now more colorful. Females
normally wear a traditional dress with a nice hairstyle and jewelry. The dresses they wear can cost
anywhere from 2,000-20,000 euros, which is equal to $2130 - $21,302.

Spring 2022
Anxiety
by Reese Blackmar ‘23
Anxious about being good in life
trying to make my parents proud
Nervous about everyone being okay
everyone getting sick
eXtra scared in big social gatherings
claustrophobic
Insecure about school
don't want to fail
Excited about being a big brother
makes me laugh
Too much pressure
weighing me down
Yearning to grow as a stronger person
confident and secure

Fireworks are another big part of the celebration. On the first four nights, there are firework arrangements held in the old river bed in the town. Each night the firework display becomes more
magnificent until the last night which is called the night of fire.
Overall, Las Fallas de Valencia is an amazing, beautiful festival held annually with wonderful
fireworks, monuments and more.
20
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I Can’t Stop Reading
by Halle Jolly ‘23

Spring 2022
Christmas Covid Chaos
by Gage Gawron ‘23

I spend hours flipping through pages,
Wanting to know what happens next.
When I open my book,
I feel happy and calm
The antidote to stress.

Snow flurries begin
Covid test turns pink - two lines
Astonishment builds

I start reading and I can’t stop,
so focused that it is hard,
To put the book down.
When you start to love books,
You want them in your life.

Dad looks frustrated
Mom looks stressed out and tired
Dogs don’t care at all
Chills overtake me
Blazing fire helps too much
Blizzard has started

Parents ask, Why? Why are books so important to you?
You answer Because they make me feel happy, joyful.
They comfort me.
The feeling when you get to a good part…
Satisfied excitement
Books are everything.
Books on my nightstand
just where I need them to comfort myself
Before I sleep.
Books on the bookshelf in the library,
I could be there for hours.
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The Ordeal
by Drew Bundy ‘23

The Blame Game
by Lily Bertram ‘23
It’s been here for a year now
Tucked inside our roost
Fighting is inevitable
Chaos erupts in the coop

It was the summer of 2021 and I was mountain biking at Killington Mountain Vermont with my family. It was a
cloudy day and it had rained the day before. The visibility was low and the trails were muddy but that did not stop
us. We had not been on this trail for a few years so we wanted to see how it was doing. It was a not very popular
trail which would make you think it would be in bad condition, but it seems like the trail makers pride and joy. But,
it soon would not end up being my pride and joy.

A stolen charger is at fault
Causing much hysteria
Until the culprit is caught
We’ll never know euphoria

The trail was muddy, it was hard to see. The trail was steep, and the jumps were as high as ever. Things were not
looking good for us. We ended up getting on the trail and it was fast. Most of the mud on the top part of the trail
was hardened so I was accelerating at rapid speeds. I did not realize how quickly I was going until one of the jumps
came up. It was a tabletop that goes up flat and over, so if you go slow you can still enjoy it. But if you're going
fast...they are the kings of the mountain biking jumps. The jump was standing up at such a height that it looked like
a wall. As I was approaching the jump, I felt like I could race an F1 car and beat it. I hit the jump. It seemed like I
was up there forever, but I made it over and hit the ground going even faster than before, going as fast as a bullet.

We now know who’s responsible
And we all shout out his name
Every time something goes “missing”
We play the blame game

Then the burm was coming up; it was a circular banked trail. I stood up and went around it. That part was done.
I thought it was over, but then out of nowhere a turkey flew across the trail. Catching my handlebar and pulling it
slightly, I careened off the trail into a ditch. I managed to somehow catch the handlebar, shove off the turkey, and get
out of the ditch without falling over. I was still going fast so I tried to grab the right brake, but instead I grabbed the
left one for a split second, sending the back tire up into the air. I managed to lean back and get the back tire on the
ground again. It felt like I had just been through an impossible trial, and I was tired. Unfortunately, the bottom half of
the trail was closed so we had to take a harder, very rocky trail down. The ordeal had just begun.
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The Big Sleepover
by Elaina Costa ‘25
room.
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Attention
by Elizabeth Harris ‘23

One morning, all the girls met up at school. They met up in the hallway close to the class”Do you guys want to have a sleepover at my house on Friday?” Mackenzie asked.
“That would be so much fun,” Olivia exclaimed.
“We should totally do it,” Ava said.
“I’d have to ask my parents first, but I think they will be okay with it,” said Lucy.
The next day, they meet up again in the same spot. They talked about the sleepover.
“I’m afraid of the dark and have never been to a sleepover before.” Lucy said.
“That’s okay, we will help you get over your fear.” Mackenzie said.
“Yeah we can help you get over your fear” Ava and Olivia said.

The next afternoon, the girls met up to talk about the sleepover. They met up in the same
spot, they decided that they were going to play board games and video games. During the night,
they were going to play Among Us.
On Friday, the girls’ sleepover day, they were so excited. They could barely wait. They
talked all day about the sleepover, that they almost forgot they had class. If it was not for the bell,
they would have missed class.
At the sleepover they played board games, card games and video games and any other game
they could think of until Mackenzie’s parents told them they needed to sleep. They pretended
to go to sleep, so they could play Among Us and other exciting games together. Until, they fell
asleep.

26

Look left to right
Calculators being thrown
Friends calling my name
I should pay attention		

Anxiety
Nervousness
What’s happening
		
Should I pay attention?

Look up and down
One ceiling tile is different
The ones on the floor don't align
I should pay attention		

Clicking the top of my pen
Making noise
Getting bad looks
			
I can’t pay attention

Foot tapping
Fingers swirling
Mind racing
I should pay attention		

Games in my head
Can I win Flappy Bird
Will it end
			
I can’t pay attention

Zoning out
Focus on their hair
Eyes big and round
Should I pay attention?

Distractions

It's not my fault
I can't control it
Not one of my gifts
Should I pay attention?
27
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Soccer
by Jack McGinn ‘25
Let soccer balance your mind and soul.
Let the game skyrocket to the goal.
Let yourself slip into the mind set necessary for the game.
Let yourself climb to new heights in soccer.
Let yourself arrive at the goal and then score!!
And I love soccer.

Your Book
by Madison Lussier ‘25
Let your book sail through your head
Let your book pitch a home run
as you read in the stands
Let the book waltz through your mind
Let it paraglide you as you flip the pages
Let your book swim you in a pool of thoughts
Let the book sing you to sleep
Let your book fly you
to a challenge of reaching the end
And I Love books
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Swimming Sensation (an excerpt)
by Delilah Kesselman ‘23
“Goodnight, have fun!” I call out to my parents from the top of the stairs. They are going out to dinner with
their colleagues.
“Goodnight sweetheart!” my mom and dad call in usion.
Once the door slams and their car is long gone, I know it is my time. I change into my bathing suit within
minutes, not wanting to lose a second of the night. I close my door and put pillows in my sheets, faking my presence. I know my parents will come back late and they will just take a peek in my room to check if I am sleeping, so
this will do for now. Once everything is set up and in place, I open my window and climb out, using my nimble legs
and well coordinated feet to work my way down. Yes, I know that I’m being extra and not just going out the front
door, but it’s an old habit perfected for the times when my parents are here.
As the sun goes farther down in the sky, the street lights begin to blink on, shining light on the lake and the
road. Excitement overtakes me at the thought of splashing in the water. Visions of being on the Olympic swimming
team fill my mind. I pass over the road, walking fast and tall all the way over to the lake across the street.
My parents bought this house because of the beautiful scenery, but it’s more than that for me. It’s my escape
from reality: a place for me to live the life I want to, the life I know I can’t have.
I do a shallow dive into the lake, being careful and aware of the bottom. When I emerge at the top of the
water my black hair is sticking to my face and water is dripping off my chin. To most, the temperature of the water
would freeze them, but to me, it feels invigorating. I swim through the water, loving the feel of the water on my
face. I splash around and smile with joy. This is where I am meant to be.
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Middle School
by Anna Hernandez ‘23
One of the most complicated places in the world,
A jail of torment , a jail of nightmares
Teachers, the guards who don’t let anything pass
Students, the inmates,
Classes, the cells
Work, the punishment.
Middle school
1. Teachers nag you about doing your work,
Strict guards who enforce strict rules,
saying Take out your workbooks and Open up to page 79
Eye rolls and groans from the student
We don’t mean any disrespect we just don’t want to be there,
2. Friends getting mad at you for talking to their crush,
I called dibs, so back off, they’re mine,
Don’t talk, Don’t sit, Don’t go near them, and Don’t breathe the same air as them
If you do then you are a backstabbing friend.

They go from one boy to next
And you try to keep up with their crushes,
But by the end of the week they have liked
every boy in the world, or at least the 52 boys in middle school
4. Boys being annoying,
Their non-stop talking,
Thinking they’re cool when they’re not
Yelling at you if you don't catch a ball in gym
When they drop twenty
Acting tough in front of girls but being mommy's boys at home.
5. Middle school is a place to find yourself,
A place to prepare you for your life ahead,
To make friends and memories that will last a lifetime,
It’s a place of transformation that changes us all.
Middle school is where false feelings and false faces are the real punishment

3. Girls being dramatic
If you bump into one of them,
She turns into a flailing fish out the water,
Thrashing her hands around screeching
How dare you touch me and Now I’m going to die!!!!
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Me...
by Emma Jean Blackmar ‘23

Sports
by TJ Sansoucy ‘23

Hi!
It’s me.
Emma, the unknown
I’m curious
Do you know me?
Are we friends?
What should I say?
Basketball or baseball?
Why not both?
Enough of you more of me
Flamingo at heart
Human at skin

Sports, an off and on again grind
Going from baskets to bricks
From homeruns to whiffs
From victories to blows
From friends to foes
Staying in one sport is a grind
It’s not only a game you play but is just as much a play to stay
And… the play to stay is just as challenging
There’s always a top dog
There’s always a crier
Choose your side
Winner or winer
You win you grow taller
You lose you become smaller
But there's never one game…
There’s always another
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Blood, Sweat, and Tears
by Grace Berberian ‘23

Hoping for Hoops (an excerpt)
by Jonah Costa ‘23

Blood
falls down my face,
I look her in the eyes,
I throw the last jab.
She looks like a loose tree in a storm,
And she's down.
She's laying on the canvas,
blood falling on the cloth floor,
drop by drop.

The score is 76 to 45, us on top. It is the 4th quarter when they send out their subs. I grin as they send them out.
We huddle up the team and say,
“ Let’s switch from man to man to zone. With these new guys studying us and expecting a man, they won’t expect a sudden change of defense.”
“Yeah let’s go for it.”
“Yeah.”
We put ourselves, me and Josh on the blocks, Jim, Tom, and Greg up top, in our positions. They get the ball in
and I grin. I run up to the person who has the ball. He is frozen with fear. I rip the ball out of his hands and run down
the court, dribbling the ball. When I get to the basket I jump up and do a windmill dunk, putting the game at 78 to 45.
We go through the rest of the quarter scoring and not letting them get past us. I am outside the three-point line, with
three seconds left on the clock. I take my shot. The ball releases and I watch it fly. The ball goes through the hoop just
before the buzzer rings. Buzzer Beater. My teammates gather around me as we cheer our first victory of the season,
with plenty more to come.
I walk outside the doors of the school to see my parents waiting outside. They have a look on their faces that
would make a little kid think they could fly. They extend their arms to me, trying to embrace me in a hug. I walk forward. I keep walking until I have passed them. I stop for a moment. Just a moment. Then I keep on walking. All the
way home.

Sweat
falls down my face,
as I run to the neutral corner.
The ref is yelling in her face
“5,6,7,8..”
He lifts her up against the ropes so she's sitting up.
I wave my arms in the air,
as I climb the ropes.
Tears
Fall down my face as I quickly pray that she's ok.
I go to my corner and run into their arms,
My trainer tells me that it is now all ok.
I achieved my dream,
Now it's time to get even better.
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The Studies in Reverse Psychology

by James Lake ‘23

by Jonah Costa ‘23

The world is evolving, and so are the languages we speak. The modern world has a subcategory of some languages called slang.
The younger generations use a lot of slang, but not many people know how to use it properly. Today, I will teach you slang I’ve learned
by living on a high school campus, and how to use it to benefit your conversation.

This is a lesson in reverse psychology, giving you advice on how and when to use it. I understand if you can’t read this article. You have
a busy schedule, I get it. But it would have been awesome if you could read this. You would learn all about Reverse Psychology, and how
amazing it is.

Common slang
The spot for the most commonly said slang constantly changes, so this post may become outdated quite quickly. The most common slang word as of right now is “dope” which commonly means ‘cool’ or exciting. “That's dope” translates roughly to “it's cool/exciting”. Another slang word that is quite popular is “gucci”. It just means fashionable, and it can also be used in a sentence like “That Gucci
is dope.” Abbreviations can also be slang words, too. “OMG this guy is GOATED and such a chad!'' Can you guess which ones are slang?
OMG can mean oh my god/gosh, goated means Greatest Of All Time, and chad isn’t an abbreviation, but it means alpha male, top of the
pack kind of person. The sentence means Oh my gosh this guy is the greatest of all time and he is such an alpha male. Some slang words
can have different meanings, depending on context. The word ‘sus’ has recently become extremely popular among us ‘hip’ gen-Zs. Sus
is a reference to the video game Among Us, and it means suspicious. Hip just means young, cool and usually people below the age of 16.
Gen-Zs is only a shorter version of saying generation zoomer, which is the age system a lot of people are using now for some reason. The
generations go like this: generation boomer, then baby boomer, then zoomer, then baby zoomers. Gen-x is the oldest generation that has
one of these sus names.

Telling You How it Works
For reverse psychology to work you have to make it as if you understand why the person you are doing it on can’t do something. This
makes that person want to do it because they feel bad that they couldn’t, it makes the person or people want to do it to make it up to you.
It can be quite effective at times, like if your parents chose work over your soccer game championship. You could say you understand why
they can’t come and how awesome it would be if they could come, and how happy you would be. Maybe adding a fake cry here, and a puppy dog's eyes there.

How to use it
Quite a lot of people use slang, but not many people use it to its fullest. Slang like ‘fam’ or ‘TY’ are not real words, but can be
used in places where it shows more meaning than if you just used the words ‘community’ or ‘thank you’. Using it should obviously only
be done with people who know what it means (like with a teacher or boss), and people who say a lot of slang can be deemed annoying.
The amount and extremity of using slang varies between audiences, and using it wrong can lead to “cringe”. Cringe is the feeling of being
weirded out, like seeing someone do something strange or outdated by a few months. Older people who do things try to say things like
they were gen-z would be considered cringe because it would feel weird for someone more respected to do something like the young
population, and messing up would be likely, and make it even worse. Cringe is a common end to using slang wrong, so using it is a risk if
you're with strangers.
Goated conclusion
Slang is an amazing way to communicate, but using it properly can be difficult, so try your best to use it as well as you can to
spice up your conversation to its fullest! Chow my peeps you're goated for reading this, ty fam!
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Adding Affection
For a little boost in your tactics, you could do one of many things. You could add puppy dog eyes at the end, making you look cuter and
irresistible, also making people feel guilty. Or, you could do a little fake cry, shedding a singular tear, making it seem like you are upset.
These are two tactics for when you are younger and your parents think you are adorable. As you get older there are a number of things you
could do. Like, saying how awesome it would be if the person came, or kissing up to them by saying they are amazing. Or even making
an unfair bargain in your favor, that seems quite reasonable. These are just a few of endless possibilities, maybe you could combine some
things to get better chances.
Perfecting Persuasion
Persuasion is very hard to master, it takes a very long time to be able to make people think what you want them to think, especially if you
don’t try it on other people. To get better at persuasion you could start, as in joining a debate club or trying often to persuade your parents.
These actions can improve your persuasion skills, like on a debate team you get to argue about topics, persuading the crowd to think what
you want. This can help when you want to try and do reverse psychology, you try to sound really sincere when you say something, making
the person or people feel bad or guilty, possibly getting them to come. This can help your efficacy when using reverse psychology, raising
your chances of success.
Conclusion
Thank you for reading my blog post about reverse psychology, I hope you have learned how to use it. You now have a better understanding
of this concept, and learned how to do it more skillfully. This was my blog post on Reverse psychology.
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by Evony N’Chonon ‘23

For example:

This year in school, people have been using scripts to have a quick and easy way to write stories, because of how easy it is to
write descriptions of action. But not everyone knows the right way to write one. Here is a step by step guide on how to format a script
the correct way.

		

1. Font: You’ll want to start with the correct font. Courier New is the best font on most computers, but if yours doesn’t support it
you can just use Courier. You should avoid using fonts that look like handwriting, like Comic Sans, try to make it look as close to Courier New as possible. This font looks most like a typewriter, which is the original way a script was written.

All together it should look something like this:

2. Scene descriptions: On the top left corner of the paper you should write, in bold, “Scene _” and then underneath it write the
name of the scene.
3.Stage directions and movement: Stage direction and movement should always be written in italics or parenthesis, and exactly an inch away from the edge of the paper. Other directions, like name or speech, need to be at a different margin, but directions are
always at 1”.
4. Characters: When writing a character's name you should always capitalize the entire name. Unless someone is saying it in
their speech. Any time that the name is used as a direction, it’s capitalized.
5. Speech: Speech should be about an inch and a half of margin space. Don’t tab in! The margin can be set at the top of the page
with the arrow on the ruler, the tab isn’t set to go the right distance.
6. Names: Whichever character is talking should be on the center of the page, if the page had a margin of 1.5 inches. It should be
written in all caps and the name must be consistent through the entire script, even if it might give something away. (In Into the Woods,
the narrator, known as The Mystery Man, was revealed to be The Baker's father the entire time, and the script kept using the name Mystery Man to remove confusion in lines and blocking.)

John: We need to get out of here!

It’s so confusing and hard to read!

Scene 1
The Kitchen
JOHN walks into the kitchen and grabs a pear. He looks at it and takes a giant bite.
				JOHN
Wow! That was a delicious pear!
		
(he takes another bite)
Yum!
DONNA walks in.
				JOHN
Oh! Hello Donna!
Hope this helps you on your script writing journey!

7. Format: Never, ever have the words and the name of the character on the same line.
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The Start of the Quest (an excerpt)
by Kenzie McMahon ‘24
and Zoey Edwards ‘24
“The Oracle,” Emerson said to Andra. She recognized it from some scrolls. “It tells you your prophecy when you are
sent on a quest.” She turned to look at the other two girls who were with them. All four, Emerson, Andra, Kyra, and Alice,
watched as the Oracle walked up to Andra and said,
			“Four shall head south to the mountains of smoke
			
You shall seek the cloud that is provoked
			
A brave companion will be lost in the heat’s power
			 Another will be given a bone chilling shower
			
For when a young girl gets lost in her thoughts
				All she has is greatly distraught”
When it was finished, the oracle froze in stone. The girls went to the library to think about what had just happened, and
Kyra came across an old scroll from the 1400’s that said a quest was granted to a worthy Demigod to defeat some sort of evil
that was brewing. Mainly the Evil was threatening the gods or the gods power. When the demigods' prophecy was read, nothing could change the future but it could make the future happen quicker. When they finished reading, the scroll glowed and
turned to dust, then reappeared on the shelf. The girls left the library and all went into the big house to prepare.
Suddenly someone yelled form the quartyard, “Yo, Hermes is here!”
All four of the girls ran outside not believing the kids, and were greeted by a tall man with a staff that had snakes
curled up the top.
“So you are the quest girls huh?” Hermes rudely says. “Well, little godlings, Zeus wanted me to bring these to you
guys. They’re supposed to help you on your quest.” Hermes vanishes in a golden flash. Each girl opened her weapon. Andra
got a magical knife forged from blackstone, diamond, and bronze that could turn into a scythe. Emerson had a sword that
would always stay with her and it could shoot a lightning gas to burn people’s eyes. Alice got an enchanted bow and arrow
which had arrows infused with potions and a couple of splash potions in a mini velvet bag. Kyra got a bat with spikes that
could fly off of it at people and knife pockets that she could strap to her legs.
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Next they opened their outfits. Andra got a red long sleeve that had knife compartments on the arms and thick armored
shorts with strapped on pockets for compactable swords and her scythe, along with black knee-high boots that had blood
drips patterned down the sides. Emerson got black pants that had secret infinity pockets only she knew about with loaded
weapons all to fill the pockets, and she had sunset orange combat boots. Alice got a dark green long sleeved shirt with a builtin bow holder on the back and black leather pants with purple flames at the bottom and arrow holders in the calves. Kyra got
a purple and white colorblock shirt with jean shorts and leather combat boots. All of the outfits were as strong as armor.
When all of the girls tried their outfits on, they felt a strong power like never before, so they decided to train in them.
When they started running, they were faster and stronger than before. Alice could shoot fire from her fingers, Kyra could
shoot arrows from her fingers, and Emerson could shoot lightning from her fingers. At first, Andra couldn’t shoot anything
from her fingers, but days later she shot red magic at at a dummy and it immediately turned to dust.
“How sick is this,” Kyra said.
They gathered and got ready to use their new powers but when they were about to start, a message appeared above the
girls’ head. It said “ You can only use your powers three times, so be wise with them.”
Andra then said, “Then I guess no new power training today, huh?”
The girls lagged and then called it a night. Later that night, Andra woke up in a panic. She felt some sort of uneasiness,
and couldn’t fall back asleep. It felt like something was going to consume her and take over. Andra glanced over at the hour
glass and saw that there was a crack in the glass, so she went over to it and carefully glanced into the black cloud of magic. It
seems as if a red source of energy was coming from the center and was fighting the black. She was startled and walked outside of her cabin toward the training center.
If I can train hard enough, I will become strong enough to fight this evil, she thought to herself.
Just as Andra went outside Emerson slipped out of bed, out of the cabin, and headed for the woods.
It became morning and the other girls were just waking up, and Emerson walks into the cabin and slips into her unslept
bed and wakes up with them.
“Where is Andra?” Kyra asks
“We have no clue,” the rest of the girls said.
They all walk outside to eat breakfast and saw her in the training center still working out.
When the girls went to talk to her to see what she was doing, they all get blasted away like Andra was shutting them out.
“ What’s your problem?” Emerson asked, but Andra still didn’t reply.
As they looked closer at her, they noticed her eyes were glowing red with anger and fear. What was happening?
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Hope
by Alex Dobosz ‘25
Artist Statement:
I’ve always liked the word ‘hope’.
It makes me think of a dog that my friend had
and a person I knew.
The dog was a pretty German Shepherd, and
his name was Hope. I’ve always thought it was a cool name.
It has a cool ring to it.
There was a character in book I read
who was kind of like me.
Her name was Hope.
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Guide to Being Ed Sheeran
by Kealyn Lamarche ‘23

How to be Ed Sheeran. Have you ever wanted to be a celebrity? Well I am going to teach you how to be a very famous one: Ed Sheeran! Now, Ed is a very complicated guy. I mean, there is a lot to being a celeb. First you have to have the looks. You know all of his glam
doesn't come easy. Then you just have to be Ed : talk like him, do things he does and, of course, have the lazy eye in pics.
#1 Looking Like Ed
The most important thing about being Ed Sheeran is his hair. Most of our population is not red headed, so a red wig will work too. Then you
have to cut the wig in the 2000’s Harry Styles look. Then you have to have scruff. Scruff? You can just take tiny pieces of hair and glue them
to your chin. Oh and you cannot get any more spray tans once you commit to going full Ed. Your glasses? Ed has glasses like my Spanish
teacher. They look good on her, but overall it’s not working out so good for him. To get the glasses you have to ask your Spanish teacher
where she got hers. Clothing. Overall you have to wear dark clothing. It will bring out your paleness more. Ed might want to think more
about colors than shapes.
#2 Doing Ed Things
Now that you look like Ed, you have to do Ed things. First of all you have to go to a party you don’t want to be at, wearing a suit and tie.
YEAH! You have to write a song about a castle on the hill that you don’t live in. Oh, and have bad habits. Pretend that you're not beautiful.
You can’t forget to make a song with Justin Beber because you’re jealous of him. Something else is when you see fire don’t run away from it
make a song about it. Ohh and definity write a song about flowers that you probably got for five dollars at a supermarket and then gave them
to your wife. Also, be like a child when you grow up and play with lego houses. To be Ed, you have to be rich; you have to make it rain! To
be rich you have to know famous people. Ed was a guest on The Voice, ( clap, clap, ) so you have to get to that level of fame. Another really
important feature about being Ed is his British accent. If you're not British already then take yourself back to London and ask Tom Holland.
“SpiderMan SpiderMan!” Tom may be better than Ed, but that's besides the point. Moving on. Don’t even try to be as cool as Ed; that's a level
you can’t reach. Ed also does a lot of thinking out loud, something you should take into consideration. I am also guessing Ed gets cold easily
because he shivers way too much. To be Ed you can’t worry about taking the perfect photograph, or being there on the perfect time for visiting
hours, or just being perfect. Although I am sure his daughter is perfect. Another important thing about being Ed is being a memenon Tik Tok.
“Is that Ed Sheeran?”
# Ed 2.0
If you follow all of these rules then I am sure no one will be able to tell you apart from Ed Sheeran. Overall, Ed is a great, but complicated
guy. His looks are unbelievably smokin’ and of course you have to talk the talk and walk the walk, literally. I hope someday you get to go on
the red carpet, and when the cameras are flashing don’t forget to do the lazy eye.
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Velvet Verb Poems II
Outside
by Charlotte Totten ‘25
Let the breeze cartwheel you down the hill.
Let yourself frolic on the soft green grass .
Let the outdoors bend you like a blade of fresh spring grass.
Let yourself catch the white volleyball.
Let the forest stitch your heart back together.
And I love being outside!

Mythology
by Serena Ellis ‘25
Let Greek mythology flutter in your heart.
Hear Greek roar as you read it.
Let the myths take you for a spin.
Don’t skip any of the Greek.
Plunge into Greek mythology.
Save time to learn about myths.
Let your imagination track the word on the page!
Let the myths strike you down with amazement.
Let your imagination volley with Greek myths.
Let Greek mythology rumble in your brain.
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He Who Slew the Misfits
by Sam Snyder ‘23
A loud boom shook the barracks. My six armed brethren and I powered on and marched outside, two perfectly straight lines of
ninety Robots each. We saw dust and debris where the left wall once stood. In its place a battlefield roared. We had blades of unfathomable
power. They could slice through the strongest steel, the stickiest slime, and come out shining and sharp.
Blood painted the ground, an unusual sight. It must have been the blood of our opposers. The smoke cleared and I could count seventy one
bodies. Sparks mixed with blood as Number Sixteen’s helmet was torn off, revealing a Human face. I looked around to see the shattered helmets of Number Fifty One and Two Hundred Fourteen. They both had Human faces, frozen in agony. What were we facing? Why are they
Human? We were forged by the Great Smith. Other Robots fled and tried to tear off their helmets and armor. I turned on my heat sensors,
looking for the Beast we needed to slay, but it was to no avail.
The battle had been over for fifteen hours. The Robots were still tearing away at their protection, revealing bones and flesh. As I
ambled towards them, I extended my sword to exterminate the Misfits. One of them had survived losing his helmet and dashed towards
me. With all six of his arms he pried the armor off my arm, letting cords and gears fall out. With a blinding flash, I stunned him and slit his
throat, ear to ear.
Misfits came at me from every angle, trying to kill me. I seemed to be the only sane one there, but I was no Misfit. I was a Robot.
Number One. I sliced Number Sixty Seven in half and impaled Number Four. Soon all the Misfits from Number Twelve to Number Eight
Hundred Seventy Three lay on the ground, blood spewing from their polished armor. I became the last Robot, accompanied only by the
Beast who slew the Misfits.
A month passed. Beast and I traveled to the nearest Station. The Robots had a yellow glow there.
“Beast! Seek out the Misfits!” I ordered.
“What Misfits? We are all Ro--” the guard was crushed, viscera sprayed outward.
Misfits. They are all Misfits. The ones in all of the Stations. You are the last real Robot. Purge the Misfits. Beast gave me the truth. I
needed to rid the world of these cyborgs. These Misfits.
I commanded Beast to stay outside, stop any ambushes, while I went inside and slaughtered the Misfits. My swords grew red, absorbing the
blood of the Misfits. War Sirens blared. I could hear the monotonous clank of metal boots. An ocean of silver covered the horizon, swords
raised to the sky.
Thousands of Misfits marched toward me. I ran in, ready to die. Banging as swords clashed, relentless and out to kill. I was the Unkillable Beast. I slew the Misfits.
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Bagels
by Elise Coyle ‘23
Have you ever had a warm bagel with cream cheese for breakfast? Bagels are one of the many kinds of popular breakfast foods.
Sometimes with butter, sometimes with cream cheese, there are many different ways to eat bagels and many different types.

								Where it began

Bagels were first discovered by a man named Jan Sobieski in the 17th century, who lived in Vienna, Austria. Although it has been
documented that bagels had been sold on the jewish market decades prior, he was the one who got the credit. Bagels have been around for
quite some time, but they didn’t become popular in the US until the 70’s.

								Types of bagels

Bagels have a broad selection of kinds, the most common bagels that breakfast places sell being plain bagels and everything bagels.
Different places sell different kinds of bagels, but grocery stores or coffee shops probably sell at least some of these kinds: Plain bagels,
Everything bagel, Chocolate chip, Cinnamon raisin, Blueberry, Onion, Salt, Asiago bagels, French toast bagels, Poppyseed, Egg, Whole
wheat, Pumpernickel, Garlic, Cheddar, and Sesame bagels. Bagels have a very large variety, and those are only some of the bagels that
exist today.

							

							Ways to eat a bagel
There are tons of different ways to eat a bagel but some of my favorite ways usually include toasting the bagel. You can toast a
bagel in a toaster oven, an air fryer, or in the oven. The most popular way to eat a toasted bagel is to cut the bagel in half, and spread cream
cheese in the middle, then put it back together and eat it. Some people even add butter with the cream cheese. There are many different
kinds of cream cheese as well, such as vegetable, or strawberry cream cheese. Another fun way that I like to eat a bagel, is to mash up berries, and add it onto the toasted bagel. You can add strawberries, blackberries, or blueberries. Adding peanut butter or something similar is
also a delicious option. Add avocado, add jam, add egg and cheese, add anything! There are unlimited ways to eat a bagel!

						

Where you can buy a bagel

Bagels are mostly sold at coffee shops, but there are bakeries that specialize in making bagels. You can find bagels in stores such as
Dunkin, Starbucks, or locally, Bakers Dozen.

							

Conclusion

Bagels are a delicious breakfast food, and so many people like them. There are so many ways to enjoy bagels, so go out, and treat
yourself to a warm bagel.

How to make a bagel

Making bagels is a long process, but worth it. To make a bagel you first need to have batter. There are many recipes to make bagel
batter, but here is one recipe:
The ingredients: 2 teaspoons active dry yeast, 4 ½ teaspoons granulated sugar, 1 ¼ cups warm water (you may need ¼ cup
more), 3 ½ cups bread flour or high gluten flour (you may need up to 1/2 cup for kneading),
1 ½ teaspoons salt
This recipe makes many bagels. After you make the batter, you have to form the bagel shape. There are tons of ways to make the
bagels shape, but most people simply make a log of dough, then bind the ends together, to form it. After you form the bagel, you need to
drop it into boiling water, this gives it the shiny, crispy crust. After you boil them, you want to let them sit just for a bit, then you can add
a topping. If you want an everything bagel you can buy everything bagel seasoning at the store or online, to make an everything bagel, or
you can leave it plain. Sesame seeds are another option to add on top.
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Hawk
by Claire Ellsworth ‘23
Hawk
Majestic creature
Ready to hunt
Some say killers at heart
But just trying to survivors
Amber eyes sparkling bright
Feathers glistening in beams of sunlight
Eyes darting from place to place
Marvelous creature perched on gloved hand
Talons sharp as blades holding onto my arm
Beak yellow as the scorching summer sun
Suddenly, eyes focusing high toward the sky
Posture adjusted, feathers fluffed
Though the gloves, I feel his grip
Becoming ready go on his own
Exchanging one last look
Lifting off into the world
Flying far away
Majestic creature
Hawk
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Hurricane
by Greysen Dery ‘22
There’s a breeze,
a hot, scorching breath
from the Hurricane.
Searing tornadoes cut
and scratch
and burn.
Tearing the outer-layer
But it torches more underneath.
Standing idle
Against the Storm.

Perhaps this is the
Eye of the Storm.
The Hurricane never stops.
But Your life is present
A little green bud
Emerging from the once burnt vessel
In which it arises.
The Hurricane won’t stop for It.
For nothing.
But it can stop,
Maybe for a little bit,
In the serenity.

Cannot weep.
Cannot run.
Cannot hide.
Chaos can set ablaze time and time again
But in only seconds,
It can leave a mark.

The sunshine is warm,
Not searing.
The rain cools off the steam.
Standing idle
To recover

Crisped and lifeless.
Charred and sentient.
A wick of fire still burns
But life still ceases to die out

Facing the other side with new insight.
For You will not relinquish.
Your purpose is not fading,
Your light still gleaming,
Your Love is everlasting.
The Hurricane will never be as strong as You.
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Sibling War
by Mackenzie Malboeuf ‘23

The Dark

by Peighton Schafmeyer ‘23

Other than Enzie, which is what he calls me,
All my brother says is “Rawr”
Rawr is all he says as he picks up a tiny plastic dinosaur
		
He throws the green creature at me
			Which nearly misses
He picks up a toy snake this time and throws it
Whish as it flies through the air
This time it doesn’t miss
		
It hits me
			
I glare at him as I rub my head
				
All I can hear is his belly laugh
					
He notices I’m staring and starts to run
Not very quickly
His short stubby legs are going as fast as they can
		
He’s running
and this time I grab an object
				
Now it’s my turn to laugh.
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Midnight Gloves (an excerpt)
by Grace Berberian ‘23
“Ladies and gentleman, are you ready to rumble?” The announcer was loud. The crowd looked bigger for Jordan, but
she knew what to do. “Fighting out of the blue, corner, Riyah COOPERRRR” Jordans eyes lit up.
“What?” She started breathing heavily. “Henry, did you hear that?” she said walking faster.
“You're fine kid. She's the main card. You fight after her '' Henry said, staying calm. He invited her over to the chair
to wrap her hands. “You're going to do okay, you just have to keep that left hand up when you throw your right hook, it's a
dangerous tool.”
Henry believed in Jordan and she’s gained trust for him over the past year. The crowd got louder and Henry switched
on the TV in the locker room. It was her. She was wearing a long robe. White with maroon trim. Her gloves were white
and read Title Boxing along the wrists. Jordan turned off the tv. There was no time to worry. She started skipping rope. She
moved around until she heard her name come loud through the speakers. “Jordan Alvarezzzz!” Jordan looked at Henry.
He nodded. “It's time kid, let's get to the stage.” Jordan slipped on her robe. It shone brighter than her opponents. They
walked down the aisle, people cheering. There were many banners with all her sponsors, and her whole team. The crowd
cheered, the crowd booed, but Jordan knew not to listen to any of it, and focus on her own thoughts. When Jordan stepped
into the ring, the world went silent. She only heard Henry, saying she's ok, and she knows what to do.
The referee walks up to her. “Mouthguard.” She showed her teeth. “Gloves.” She lifted up her hands and he turned
her wrists to check for any weights on her fists. Jordan knew she would never cheat in the sport of boxing. She was taught
to always have a clean fight and make it fair. The ring cleared up, and it was only her and two other people. The person she
was planning to knock out and the referee. The name was Katie Taylor. She was a WBO champion and has already won
twenty pro bouts, undefeated.
“Fight!” the man said, jumping out of their way. Katie came in fast, throwing her quick jab that usually tires her
opponent. Jordan knew to keep calm in the first rounds, and use her defense, so that's what she did. She slipped a jab that
made Katie go off balance, and she fell, 30 seconds left in the round. The crowd went bonkers, and Jordan ran to the neutral
corner. Jordan’s studied Katie before, and she knows not to celebrate yet because she knows Katie will get up. She did. She
walked right up to the ref and yelled in his face. “I'm ready sir, I can fight,” she said, showing him her mouthguard. The bell
rang. She got saved by the bell. In the third round, there was blood dripping from Jordan’s eye. She got cut in the second
round. The lights looked brighter and the crowd got quieter. Jordan could only hear their breathing. She couldn't even hear
Henry.
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Aniyah jumped from her seat. “Go Jordan, Go!” she yelled. Mia was scared. She probably didn't understand why Jordan was doing this. But Eli and Jay did. They knew that she was doing it so she could keep her family safe and happy.
Jay looked at his watch. Midnight. He smiled. Jordan heard the 30 second buzzer for the 9th round. She took a very
deep breath and let it out, throwing a combination full of uppercuts after hooks after jabs. She put up her left hand to her
face, bent down, and threw her right hook, hitting Katie’s temple on the way to her skull. Katie’s eyes rolled back, and Jordan let out a smirk. Her hands flew up and her head hit the floor. Her eyes rolled back again and she was done.
Jordan flew up her hands, and ran to the ropes. She lifted herself to the highest point and stood there, giving everyone a look that they all understood. She wiped her glove across her face to see how much blood there was. She was the
next WBO champion, and she got her first pro victory. Henry came into the room, with a towel, and bucket. He took out her
mouth guard and blood spilled out of her mouth. He wiped her face and put gauze on the corner of her eye.
“I did it Henry, I did it!” she said, as she looked at the crowd. She smiled bright when she noticed the group of people
sitting next to each other on the side of the ring. Jacob and Nora helped lift Aniyah and Mia up onto the ring, and they all
came up smiling, and tears rolled down their cheeks with joy. Jay looked at his watch. 12:02. Jordan met Katie in the middle
of the ring. The ref held their gloves at each side of him, and faced the judges.
“And the winner. Fighting out of the Red corner, Jordan “Midnight,” Alvarez!!!”
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We Are All Connected
by Eli Hamilton ‘24
Artist Statement:
My name is Eli Hamilton, and I am an 11 year old in the 6th grade at Pomfret Community School.
My artwork is called “Tessellation Art”.
Tessellation Art is an art with patterns of polygons that perfectly fit with each other with no gaps or overlaps.
My picture shows humans with all different colors, lines, shapes, and patterns.
The people are connected in all different ways, like families, friends, co-workers, and team mates.
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Cube (an excerpt)
by Ethan Schultz ‘23
I awoke on a cold, metal floor. What is this place? I thought to myself. This isn’t my house. Looking around, I
seemed to be in a metal room, a giant cube, without windows or doors. There were other people on the ground; they
didn’t seem to be conscious. And worst of all, there seemed to be no visible way out. I slumped to the floor in confusion.
“What did I do to end up here?” I said out loud.
“I was thinking the exact same thing.”
I looked back toward the unconscious people, and saw one of them was sitting up, admiring the room as I just did.
He seemed to have been brought here as recently as me. He looked like he had just gotten back from his job, as a salesman I’m guessing.
“Who are you?” I asked.
“I don’t think that really matters right now,” he replied. “For all I know, you could have kidnapped me and brought
me here, just like in the movie Saw.”
“Never seen it. Is it similar to Space Jam?” I replied. “I love Space Jam.”
“No, but this situation of being trapped here seems very similar to Saw,” he replied. “A movie about deadly traps to
teach people a lesson through deadly games.”
We started to hear noise from the top of the room, outside of the cubed room. A static from a radio, a signal? A
broadcast?
“Help!” we yelled.
Just then a voice came over the broadcast. “Hello Gentleman, You are currently in a metal cubed room among
others. The people next to you have been here before, and may be able to help you find a way out, but they are currently
unconscious. Complete this game, and they will be awoken. Wait too long, And they will not wake, leaving you trapped
in here, forever.” The broadcast ended.
“What does he mean by game?” I asked.
“There’s gotta be something around here that’s like a pressure point or something to start the game,” he replied.
We both started looking around for an indent or something to open the wall.
“I just don’t understand,” I once again asked.
“Just quit complaining and help me look,” he replied back.
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We both once again continued looking for a pressure point.
“If you need any help” the man said, “Look for a white indent or something.”
I found it. At least I think I did? A white triangle painted; hidden on the other side of the wall it seemed to be a wooden drywall. I punched it with all my might. And then… It broke.
“I found something,” I shouted over to the man.
He came over and we both took a look at what was inside. Inside was a radio; a can of some kind of gas.
“Well, turn on the radio,” the man said.
I looked around the radio to find a nob or some kind of switch. But before I even touched the nob, the audio started to play...
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My Egyptian Afterlife
by Kennedy Xeller ‘24
Is the person good?
We will mummify the dead
Afterlife awaits
Weigh the person’s heart
Against the goddess feather
Is the person good?
Wrap them up in cloth
Then we bury them in tombs
Give them goods and food
Souls fly up as birds
Be decided by the gods
In the afterlife
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A Poem I Don’t Want to Write
by Grace Sallar ‘23
I don’t want to talk about COVID
Or about current world events
Or us being able to go to school
While kids our age are hiding from guns and bombs
I don’t want to talk about any of these things, but I have to
I don’t want to talk about my worst fears
I don’t want to talk about Will Smith slapping Chris Rock
Or who has the most money in the world
While other people have to cut their grocery budgets down to almost nothing
I don’t want to talk about any of this, but I have to
I do not want to talk about Russian oligarchs
I do not want to talk about gas prices
I don’t even want to talk about BRUNO either
These topics are all SUS
And I hate talking about them
I want to talk about things that make me happy
But you might not know, I love One Direction
And I love my puppy
And I love being able to go to school
I’d even LIKE, not LOVE, to talk about MATH
I will talk about ANYTHING except the things I don’t want to talk about
But I have to
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The Day I Got My Dog, Moose
by Miles Densmore ‘23

Realities
by Isabelle Tedisky ‘23

I remember the day I got my dog, Moose, like it was yesterday. I had just gotten back to my dad's house after being
at the brooklyn fair with my mom.
Earlier, I’d been talking to her about how my grandma recently told me that my dad might get a dog for that side
of the family. I mentioned that I didn’t really believe her because my dad was always so busy at work and didn’t even like
dogs. My mom agreed with me and we went and got some food.
When we pulled into the driveway there were no cars so I assumed no one was home. My mom gave me a hug and
let me out of the car. I waved her goodbye and let myself into the house.
When I walked in I made myself a drink and had a snack. Once I finished it, I walked toward the living room, planning to watch some cable before everyone got home, but instead I found a small puppy awaiting me, as well as my dad and
step-mom.
“Surprise!”
I was completely taken back when this happened because I didn't even think anyone was home at the time, not only
that but I had no idea why there was a dog in my house. Obviously, once I understood what was happening I was very
happy.
It turned out my grandma was right and my dad did get me a dog after all!
I tell this story because my dog means a lot to me and I would always like to be able to look back at this story and
remember the first time I met him.

Realities
Do we make them
Do we find them
Do we keep them
Do we leave them
Realities, They keeps us going
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One we make
One we keep
One when were lost we escape
One where everything we know is safe
Realities, They keep us going
Lost
Alone
Hope
Known
The way it goes, Realities
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Paradoxical Thoughts
by Jonah Costa ‘23
If I am 99 pounds and eat 1 pound of nachos,
Am I 1 percent nacho?
This thought is called dumb,
stupid,
and idiotic.
That is completely true,
Not to me, but maybe you.
People don’t realize these thoughts are ticks.
They burrow in, far beneath the skin.
Causing people to itch and scratch,
Trying to find what’s wrong with the patch.
We humans overthink, Sink into thoughts.
Drown in questions.
If tomatoes are fruit,
Is ketchup jelly?
We need to learn easy solutions
But what are these simple answers?
Tiny questions.
Leaving people dumbfounded.
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When questions happen,
We have one thing to do.
Express simple thoughts,
Like the ones I have been telling you.
Not thoughts that are simple to you and me,
Ones that shatter everyone’s reality.
If I was scared half to death twice,
Would I be dead?
Or ¼ alive?
You should question everything.
But not the absurd.
Not questioning this thought
is a questioning choice.
Feel free to express your voice.
After all, it is your choice.
I don’t decide,
Nor should anybody really.
While questioning dumb and stupid thoughts,
the things you think shouldn’t be pondered.
Now you see thoughts,
Eye to eye.
Because life is quite poisoning,
And thoughts are the antidote,
The pain can stop, but these thoughts won’t.
Because the pain is the thought of not knowing a lot,
The pain will cease with these thoughts.
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Follow Me

by Evony N’Chonon ‘23
Today is the day; the day I have to leave my family to go to what is supposed to be the best behavioral adjustment camp in the state. Because
apparently my behavior needs to be adjusted.
The bus pulls up to our stop with a loud screech. I look at my mother and father in turn, both have a mix of relief and sadness etched on their
faces. I look over to my sister, who just seems bored. She’s sitting on the bench, staring at her phone, she probably just wants to go home. I don’t
blame her.
The doors to the bus open and I see an old man at the wheel, greeting children as they get on. I take my duffel bag in one hand, my sleeping
bag in the other, and get onto the bus without another glance at my family. Trust me, they don’t want one.
The old man waves with a broad smile that looks forced. I’ll bet you he’d rather be at his own house than taking random kids to the other side
of the state. I turn my attention to the people in the seats; they don’t look like they need much “behavioral adjustment” either; they just look disinterested. Almost all of them are looking out the window and the rest are probably reading. One of the girls is very clearly working on a friendship
bracelet, her arms flail out with the string every time she ties a knot.
There are lots of empty seats but they are all towards the front of the bus, the most uncomfortable place to be; I see a seat next to the bracelet
girl and start walking towards it. I might as well—
“Did you want to sit here?”
All of the sudden I’m there. Apparently I’d been walking faster than I thought I was. Now I’m awkwardly standing next to her seat.
She probably thinks I expect her to move out of it. I’m so mean.
I ignore the voice in my head and clear my throat, “Is this seat taken?”
Of course, I just moved our conversation backwards, but she doesn’t seem to mind.
“No, it isn’t,” she sighed. “Would you like to sit down?”
She seems like all of the other kids on the bus; not mean, just… bored. I probably shouldn’t sit next to her, but I do. My duffel bag slides off
my shoulder and onto the floor. I kick it under the seat and leave my sleeping bag on my lap. That’s going to annoy me later on.
She resumes her bracelet making, on a smaller scale.
I exhale. That’s one interaction out of the way, 99 campers plus staff left to go.
I will myself to keep the uncomfortable conversation going, “I’m Beatrice,” she looks up from her string, “but everyone calls me Bea.”
I see her eyes go back to her project, she mumbles, “Autumn.”
“Autumn?” the girl -Autumn, I guess- nods. “That’s a pretty name.”
“So’s Bea.”
The bus screeches again; we’re there.
“Wake up campers, it’s the start of a brand new month!”
The voice in the morning always sounds too nice. It’s always fake sounding, putting a sugar-coated spin on our new day. Don’t get me wrong,
this place isn’t horrible; from what I’ve read in books, it’s a paradise- but it’s still weird. Not normal. Not home.
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“Today is Friday, July first”
I slide out of my bed and slip on my sneakers. Everyone else seems to be more groggy than I am, but I like to trick myself into being awake.
I go to the middle of my cabin and start my ten jumps of the day, which my counselors understand to be the most exercise I agree to participate in.
One. Two. Three.
“Let’s start the new month with some positivity!” the intercom shrieks.
Four. Five. Six.
“And remember…”
Seven. Eight. Nine.
All of the people in my cabin join in for the last half of the motto.
“A good day starts with a smile!”
We all immediately grab our clothes and go out to change, leaving our positivity behind.
“We’ve gotta get out of here,” Autumn whispers during Arts and Crafts. I’m glad that our ‘friendship’ is blooming, but I’d rather she distract
me any other time of the day; art is kind of fun.
I go back to working on my God’s Eye, though they prefer to call it a Spider Web, “What makes you think I want to leave? For all you
know, I love it here.”
“This is the only activity you even remotely pay attention to; there’s no way you actually want to stay,” Autumn looks over my shoulder as
though she actually cares about my God’s Eye, rather than trying to get me to join her on a useless adventure.
I roll my eyes, “Let’s say I did want to leave; these people specialize in keeping us in. There’s no way no other kids have ever thought about
running away before. And where would we even go?”
“I know… but still… what if we became the first?”
“Autumn, it’s never gonna happen,” I say, tying a new piece of yarn onto my popsicle stick.
Of course, now that we aren’t on the bus, Autumn has a mildly annoying personality.
Did I really just call her annoying? What kind of a friend does that?
I ignore the voice, something I’ve gotten pretty good at doing, and try to see this from her point of view. None of the people at this camp
should be here; we all just seem like children who have social problems and don’t want to interact with their families. Everyone seems to be in a
similar situation as me: if we don’t share everything with our parents, we’re automatically hiding something from them. It makes absolutely no
sense, but it’s still life.
And what if it works? What if we could somehow find a way to leave this place? This camp of fake greeting, fake enthusiasm, fake love.
What if there was someone outside that would take us in? Autumn might be right.
All of the logic in my head screams at me as I simply state, “We can talk during dinner.”
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The counselors are proud of me for ‘breaking through my antisocial bonds’. I don’t know what sitting next to a friend during dinner has to do
with my being antisocial, but I don’t like how they equated them.
The moment I sit down at our mini picnic table, Autumn goes to business, “We know that they watch the front exits of our cabin, but there’s
no way that they can check all of our cabins’ fire exits.”
I take a big bite of my macaroni and cheese and mumble through it, “So we go out the fire exits? That sounds anticlimactic.”
She rolls her eyes to that.
“The cabin escape is the easiest part,” I raise my eyebrows, “getting off of the camp grounds is what stumped kids in the past.”
“So we just go through the woods? All we need is a flashlight.”
“Of course!” She takes a large bite of her hotdog in triumph.
It may seem cheesy, but now we have a plan.
We agreed to go at 1 am.
We ‘synchronized’ our watches, which really just means that she gave me one of hers. Why she has so many, the world may never know.
I go to sleep wearing my sneakers and sweatshirt, no one points it out.
I wake up to ‘my’ watch buzzing, apparently Autumn had set an alarm when she gave me it. Good thing, considering the fact that I fell asleep
by accident. I pull my watch out of the covers until it’s inches away from my face.
12:56 I might as well start getting ready.
By getting ready, I mean staring at my watch. I shouldn’t have slept in the right clothes, now I’m anxious and bored.
12:57
I’m going to go insane focusing on my watch for such a long time. I’ll see this screen in my nightmares.
12:58
I’m glaring at the 8, willing it to change.
12:59
I count seconds, the only way to calm myself down.
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“Bea,” Autumn whispers, “be quiet.”
I hope for her sake that her pun was unintended.
And we’re off; twisting and turning through the dangerous wood until even we don’t know where we are. We take a break near a stream.
“Why don’t we just follow the trails, I have all of those memorized,” I manage to get out between breaths.
I can’t see her, but I can almost hear her grin, “What would be the fun in that?”
I roll my eyes, Autumn is the only person like this. As much as I like her, she’s still an immature girl who wants nothing more than chaos. 		
Maybe that’s why she wants to leave this camp, it’s reining her in.
A flashlight beams in the distance, reflecting off of our stream. My eyes widen, have they found us?
I redden as Autumn leans over and whispers in my ear, so faintly it barely exists, “Run downstream the second the light finds us. Just follow
me.”
Once I maintain my usual unflustered state and inhale. I knew what would happen when I agreed to run away with her. Before I have time to
assure myself that I will be ready for the light; it reaches my face. I bolt, following the river, hoping and hoping that Autumn is by my side.
“Beatrice?” a voice rings out, the owner of the flashlight.
Oh no, oh no, oh no.
Autumn runs in front of me. Why am I doing this? She jumps over a branch, it brushes the tips of her shoes. How did I let Autumn talk me
into this? I make it over the branch at the same time she jumps over a root. What will happen if they catch us? The moment Autumn reaches the
ground, she jumps; soaring through the air over a tall rock. But I’m paying too much attention to her flight. I trip over the same one. I look up at Autumn with tears in my eyes. I scream.
Blackness.
I don’t remember anything after that.
Autumn
I was in the air. I lifted myself off the dirt and sailed over the only obstacle left before we would have gotten off of camp property. Then I heard
Beatrice wail behind me. I turned around to see her head hit against a rock, no bigger than a loaf of bread. I saw her stillness; she didn’t move an
inch after the fall. I saw her blood; it stained her shirt, and eventually the hands of the counselor who would help her up.
I saw her die; it was all my fault.
I was the one who told her that we should escape; that there was ever even a possibility that we would escape. I was the one who told her that
the fun in the escape was the most important part. I was the one who told her to run; told her to follow me. Follow me to her death.
And I was the last person she saw as she closed her eyes on the First of July.

1:00
I bolt out of bed in the slowest, quietest fashion possible. The fire exit is unguarded, right next to my bunk. I push it open and let it swing out,
allowing it to go a couple of feet before I reach out my arm. And feel another hand.
I stifle a scream.
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Opinions

by Kathryn Dobosz ‘23

Everyone asks,
What's your favorite…?
Do you have…?
Trying to pin you down
Dissolve you into a list of opinions
Nothing left but stereotypes
People make you into a list
The Smart one, Shy one, Sweet one,
Picking at the details
Telling you what to think
Stuffing their ideas inside your head
Don’t voice your opinions
Be quiet
Act sweet
If someone is polite,
They could be trying to make friends
Or hiding inner hurt
If someone is angry,
They could be having a bad day
Or just protecting themselves
You don’t know so don’t assume
People are more than that
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Don't let yourself be labeled by others
Stand up and stand out
Be something more
Be yourself
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